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Thought for The Week: May 27, 2021 Canadian News Services carried front page headlines ‘using Ground 
Penetrating Radar’ of mass graves identified as 215 indigenous children ‘found’ on a former school grounds in 
Canada. These headlines were repeated around the world. This massive psyop caused acts of violence against 
churches, some being burnt to the ground. Public demonstrations were held paying tribute to the children whose 
remains were ‘discovered.’ Within days of the announcement, Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau declared 
that all flags on federal buildings fly at half-mast. ‘Canada Day’ was almost cancelled.
May 28, 2022, one year later, a few News Services declared this same story ‘fake and debunked by academics’.
July 14, 2022 a Canadian News Service reports that numerous archaeological digs have been conducted across 
this same site since the 1950s. No human remains have ever been found even though this area is of archaeological 
significance. The original report suggesting 215 mass graves has been shown to be a complete fabrication by an 
academic and repeated around the world by major News Services. The psychological imposition of guilt imposed 
towards all Canadians achieved its purpose, with no counter apology from the academic, the News Services, nor 
the Canadian Prime Minister. The MSM have also failed to report on this ‘debunking of the genocide narrative’.
https://nypost.com/2021/05/28/215-indigenous-kids-found-buried-on-former-school-grounds-in-canada/
https://nypost.com/2022/05/27/kamloops-mass-grave-debunked-biggest-fake-news-in-canada/
https://tnc.news/2022/07/14/evidence-unmarked-graves/
https://hymie.substack.com/p/breaking-graves-in-the-apple-orchard?r=15onnz&s=w&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web
https://gravesintheorchard.wordpress.com/

THE REAL STORY By Arnis Luks
     The Introduction of Alan Frost’s ‘Botany Bay and the First Fleet: The Real Story’, contains the following:
‘As I mentioned earlier, in the course of my research over the past 35 years, as against the hundred or so 
documents printed in Historical Records of New South Wales, I have gathered some 2500 documents relating to the 
decision to colonise New South Wales and the mounting of the First Fleet. It is inevitable that historical analysis 
based on such a vastly expanded record will differ very significantly from that based on the old, fragmentary one.  
The real story of the Botany Bay decision is much more complex than the explanation that has prevailed for 200 
years. It is also much more interesting. Australians deserve to know it…’…end
     The many other events from the Australian historical record across the past 200 years also show this same gross 
fabrication, generally by academics within our elite tertiary institutions and repeated through all lower educational 
institutions, seminaries and News Services. You won’t find the true story unless you personally take the trouble to 
search it out and read books by the Alan Frost's, Geoffrey Blainey's and Keith Windshuttle's of this world.
Is There a Medical Emergency?
https://rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/july-16-2022-is-there-a-medical-emergency?utm_source=email
     Senator Rand Paul has accused Dr. Fauci and the White House (which is captured by the Health and Human 
Services HHS Administrative State) of ‘emotionalism and sensationalism’ leading up to the renewal of the 
determination of a continuing medical emergency attributable to COVID-19 disease and SARS-CoV-2 infection. 
Is this medical emergency justified, or does it reflect yet more mis- dis- and mal-information from the HHS 
Administrative state acting in coordination with corporate media to propagate Fearporn to justify the continuing 
suspension of medical ethics, normal regulatory processes, replaced by censorship and the orgy of war profiteering 
by the medical-pharmaceutical industrial-complex?
A Run of Incompetents: Boris Johnson, Scott Morrison, Joe Biden, Jacinda Ardern, Justin Trudeau
   With the resignation of Boris Johnson as Prime Minister of Great Britain, comes the observation that our learning 
institutions, political representatives and bureaucracy present themselves as incompetent, incapable of dealing 
with modern issues - issues that appear unresolvable at a national level and require the intervention of a world 
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authority or world government. The abandonment of 
reason within the leadership class is deliberate policy. 
Increased levels of public anxiety yearn for relief from 
this psychological manipulation or fearporn. But no relief 
will be forthcoming except for world government with 
a central bank digital currency. This theme caused me to 
look up ‘The Protocols’, in particular Protocol 10:17, 18, 19. 
A PDF version is available online in ‘actionist corner’.
PROTOCOL No. 10 …
WE SHALL DESTROY
17. By such measure we shall obtain the power of 
destroying little by little, step by step, all that at the 
outset when we enter on our rights, we are compelled to 
introduce into the constitutions of States to prepare for 
the transition to an imperceptible abolition of every kind 
of constitution, and then the time is come to turn every 
form of government into OUR DESPOTISM.
18. The recognition of our despot may also come before 
the destruction of the constitution; the moment for this 
recognition will come when the peoples, utterly wearied 
by the irregularities and incompetence - a matter which 
we shall arrange for - of their rulers, will clamour: ‘Away 
with them and give us one king over all the earth who 
will unite us and annihilate the causes of disorders - 
frontiers, nationalities, religions, State debts - who will 
give us peace and quiet which we cannot find under our 
rulers and representatives.’
19. But you yourselves perfectly well know that TO 
PRODUCE THE POSSIBILITY OF THE EXPRESSION 
OF SUCH WISHES BY ALL THE NATIONS IT 
IS INDISPENSABLE TO TROUBLE IN ALL 
COUNTRIES THE PEOPLE’S RELATIONS WITH 
THEIR GOVERNMENTS SO AS TO UTTERLY 
EXHAUST HUMANITY WITH DISSENSION, 
HATRED, STRUGGLE, ENVY AND EVEN BY THE 
USE OF TORTURE, BY STARVATION, BY THE 
INOCULATION OF DISEASES, BY WANT, SO THAT 
THE ‘GOYIM’ SEE NO OTHER ISSUE THAN TO 
TAKE REFUGE IN OUR COMPLETE SOVEREIGNTY 
IN MONEY AND IN ALL ELSE.  ...end
Destroying Families To Save Families

Plan to end family violence must reflect Indigenous, 
LGBTQ, and children’s experiences :: Social Services 

Minister Amanda Rishworth has released a long-awaited 
consultation report (commissioned by the former liberal 

government) into family and domestic violence.
https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/plan-to-end-family-
violence-must-reflect-indigenous-lgbtq-and-children-s-

experiences-20220714-p5b1i9.html
https://ncwa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/Draft-National-Plan-to-

End-Violence-against-Women-and-Children-2022-32.pdf
...Fitz-Gibbon said the findings of the report, which 
was handed to the federal government last year 
and finalised in February 2022 but not previously 
released, had been reflected in the draft national plan 
circulated earlier this year....The consultation report, 
commissioned by the former Morrison government, 

was developed to inform the new 2022-2032 National 
Plan to End Violence against Women and Children, 
which will come into effect this year once States, 
Territories and the Commonwealth jointly sign off on 
it. The current plan ended in June. Women’s ministers 
are meeting in Adelaide next Friday (15th July) to 
discuss progressing the plan... The Coalition released 
the draft national plan in mid-January but did not 
publish the consultation stakeholder report nor another 
separate consultation report with victim-survivors. It 
released the latter before the election after survivors 
complained that their voices were being silenced, but it 
sat on the stakeholder report…end

AJL…Amanda Rishworth was introducing herself at the 
nearby polling booth last federal election. After reading 
this article, with Amanda as minister responsible for 
this ‘10 year plan’ into family and domestic violence, I 
immediately thought back to Alexandra Kollontai. 

In 1917, Alexandra Kollontai, the first female commissar 
of the Soviet worker’s council set about the sexual-political 
destruction of the family. However, even Lenin had to repeal 
the agenda — to the frustration of Western communists like 
Wilhelm Reich — because it caused social chaos that stood 
in the way of creating his socialist utopia.

     Australia, regardless of governmental flavour, is 
continuing to implement tried and failed Soviet policy. 
In a form of collective suicide, we expect to achieve a 
differing result than the Soviets experienced only 100 
years ago. Amanda, as a good little Soviet, is following 
this historical model with an indifference towards any 
policy that may stabilise our culture and protect the basic 
unit of society - the traditional family – father, mother 
and children. She, as minister responsible for this policy,  
is destroying families to save families.
The Global Sexual Revolution – Destruction of 
Freedom in the Name of Freedom
     Gabriele Kuby is a German sociologist, book-author 
and international speaker. Her main issue in this title 
is the ideology of genderism which undermines the 
family and democratic liberty.  Her latest book, Die 
globale sexuelle Revolution – Zerstörung der Freiheit 
im Namen der Freiheit, (The Global Sexual Revolution 
– Destruction of Freedom in the Name of Freedom) has 
become an instrument of resistance in many countries.
https://www.amazon.com.au/Global-Sexual-Revolution-Gabriele-Kuby/dp/1621381544

Inside Cover:: The core of the global cultural revolution 
is the deliberate confusion of sexual norms. It is the 
culmination of a metaphysical revolution as well — a 
shifting of the fundamental ground upon which we 
stand and build a culture, even a civilization.  Instead 
of desire being subjected to natural, social, moral, and 
transcendent orders, the identity of man and woman is 
dissolved, and free rein given to the maximum fulfilment 
of polymorphous urges, with no ultimate purpose or 
meaning.  Gabriele Kuby surveys gender ideology and 
LGBT demands, the devastating effects of pornography 
and sex-education, attacks on freedom of speech and 
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religion, the corruption of language, and much more. 
From the movement’s trailblazers to the *post-Obergefell 
landscape, she documents in meticulous detail how the 
tentacles of a budding totalitarian regime are slowly 
gripping the world in an insidious stranglehold. Here on 
full display are the re-education techniques of the new 
permanent revolution, which has migrated from politics 
and economics to sex.  Kuby’s courageous work is a 
call to action for all well-meaning people to redouble 
their efforts to preserve freedom of religion, freedom 
of speech, and in particular the freedom of parents to 
educate their children according to their own beliefs, so 
that the family may endure as the foundation upon which 
any healthy society is built.   * Same sex marriage  ***
Real Solutions from Sen Jacinta Nampijinpa Price
     On July 1 – Territory Day – my term as Senator for 
the Northern Territory officially began, and already I'm 
dealing with the left’s woke nonsense. Rather than focus 
on solutions for the REAL issues, our new government is 
more concerned with their own virtue signalling.
     Let me make this one clear for the Adam Bandts 
and Anthony Albaneses of the world: just because 
someone is Indigenous does not automatically make 
them marginalised. I’m tired of the paternalistic and 
condescending narrative that says that by virtue of 
lineage, Indigenous Australians are somehow in need of 
help and incapable of success without the aid of some 
privileged inner-city lefty. 
Simply having Indigenous heritage doesn’t automatically 
make someone disadvantaged. 
     In Australia we have a growing Indigenous middle 
class, successful people lucky enough to have the 
advantage of the generous education system, services 
and employment opportunities that our great nation has 
to offer ALL Australians.  They’ve done that WITHOUT 
a constitutional Indigenous “voice” to parliament, 
they’ve done it WITHOUT a treaty, and they’ve done 
it WITHOUT any need for some hero-complex lefty’s 
virtue signalling.  I’ve said it before and I'll say it again – 
a constitutional “voice” to parliament is redundant.  
The Australian people have freely elected TEN 
Indigenous Australians to Federal Parliament.
According to the recent census, Indigenous Australians 
account for 3.2 per cent of the population – they 
now make up 4.5 per cent of the Australian Federal 
Parliament.  
     You don’t need a constitutionally mandated 
representation for a group overrepresented in Parliament. 
Yes, many of the most marginalised in our country are 
Aboriginal, but the “gap” is not only between Indigenous 
and non-Indigenous Australians.
It lies between successful Aboriginals and marginalised 
Aboriginals just as much as it does between successful 
and marginalised people of ALL backgrounds.
     It lies in the more remote Indigenous communities 
where our nation’s most disadvantaged live, not in the 

big cities. Out there they’re not concerned with virtue 
signalling or flag waving, they don’t need smoking 
ceremonies or acknowledgments of country.
    In those communities where English is not the primary 
language spoken, where education is not adequate, where 
jobs are limited and welfare is rife, that’s where the 
gap is the widest. And you don’t need a new “voice” to 
parliament to tell you that. 
There are plenty of voices telling us that now, and they’re 
being ignored by the political elite trying to win woke 
social points. 
     Instead of making this about race, instead of virtue 
signalling for political gain, we need to focus our efforts 
on the REAL problems, with REAL solutions to improve 
the lives of marginalised Australians – no matter their 
background.
     We should be focussing on ensuring that ALL 
Australian children can adequately read, write and speak 
English to gain an education that leads to employment. 
I don’t know how many times I need to call on Australian 
leaders to focus on the REAL problems, but I’ll continue 
to do so until they listen – because we need them now.
     Yours for REAL solutions,  Jacinta Nampijinpa Price
     Country Liberal Senator-Elect for NT  ***
Destroying Bees to Save The Bees
I could not let these articles go without further comment.
https://www.agweek.com/news/businesses-educate-future-beekeepers
https://www.science.org/doi/full/10.1126/science.aax9039
https://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2020-01-31/
honey-bees-insect-colony-collapse-varroa-mite-deformed-wing/11905980
https://www.abc.net.au/news/rural/2022-06-24/
varroa-mite-detected-at-newcastle-port/101180446
     The declining health of honeybee colonies in USA 
was heightened by the arrival of new diseases and pests 
in the 1980s according to the US Dept of Ag; and in the 
1990s the Varroa mite which was introduced from eastern 
Asia, created more concern as it began to kill colonies.
     In 2006, a more mysterious and alarming threat 
appeared as bee-keepers across the United States reported 
colony losses of 30 to 90 percent. It was due (attributed 
is a better word-ed) to colony collapse disorder (CCD), a 
disease defined as a colony that has randomly died except 
for the queen and immature bees.  Researchers have not 
yet found a cause…some blame large corporations such 
as Bayer and Monsanto for their use of neonicotinoids, 
an insecticide used to control various pests, a charge the 
corporations deny.  Bayer CropScience  produces some 
of the most widely used neonicotinoids in the world and 
considers them safe. Monsanto, the world’s largest seed 
producer, uses Bayer’s neonicotinoids on some of its 
seeds. Monsanto is known for its herbicide 'Roundup' and 
its genetically modified seeds that are resistant to it.

(Bayer is now the sole owner of Monsanto since June 7, 2018-ed)
No Question of Australia Banning These Substances
     In 2013, the European Union banned the use of three 
types of neonicotinoids after  several studies linked the 
insecticide to honeybee colony collapse.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3495159/
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     Today, two-thirds of the world’s crops are exposed 
to neonicotinoids, including 90 percent of corn and 60 
percent of soybean acres.
     A Genetically Modified Bee-Gut-Organism has been 
developed in January 2020.  
https://genewhisperer.com/2020/03/04/genetically-engineered-honey-bee-
gut-microbiome-knocks-down-two-major-environmental-threats-to-bees/ 
     A GMO Queen Bee Palace located in Hunter Valley, 
NSW is in close proximity to the initial outbreak of 
Varroa Mite, where Researchers have been studying Bee 
genetics and Varroa Mite control for years (at the Tocal 
Agricultural Institute) and the outbreak threatens the 
'National Honey Bee Genetic Improvement Program'.

https://www.abc.net.au/news/rural/2022-07-01/varroa-mite-
threatens-tocal-ag-college-queen-bee-research/101196944

     In a conflicting report through our ABC News, Varroa 
mites found in Queensland, which are usually associated 
with Asian honey bees are less threatening. 
https://www.abc.net.au/news/rural/2022-06-29/native-bees-could-
help-mitigate-varroa-mite-impacts-on-orchards/101189080 
     Who is right; our Australian Honey Bee Industry 
Council, or the USA Dept of Ag as to the veracity of 
these Asian Mite claims?  The final-solution appears 
to be the same - the destruction of the European Bee in 
preference to the GMO Bee - a ready market for a newly 
licensed product to alleviate a threat. This smells of 
Wuhan and Faucci to my sensitive nose. Cui Bono?
The Varroa Destructor 
     As a viable and demonstrable alternative solution 
to the issue of Varroa Mite (with a GMO Bee ready to 
be run out just in time for our bureaucracy to go about 
destroying all our hives nation-wide), rather, we utilise a 
known and proven treatment with Oxalic Acid during the 
mid-winter period while brood is not present in the hive.  

Oxalic Acid Mite Treatment Research, 
University of Georgia, USA 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WbqdyufEQNM
     Isn’t Big-Ag fortunate to be so prepared for such an 
event!  Aren’t our politicians and bureaucrats wonderful 
for being able to readily assist Big-Ag with their final-
solution of a mass cull in preference to all the small bee-
keepers around Australia managing their own hives. 
     New Zealand utilised this same mass cull program of 
destroying the Bee industry to save the industry based 
on dubious computer-models; as Britain also did against 
mad-cow while not managing, nor removing the source 
of disease. Ever so quick to provide the final-solution.
Bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE), is a severe neurological disease 

in cattle that causes damage to the brain and spinal cord.
     Sir Albert Howard, developing his organic farming 
methods by recycling all agricultural waste products 
through composting methods, was able to protect his 
herd from ‘Foot and Mouth’ across many years in 
Indore, India.  Howard’s approach was to ensure his 
cows, which mingled freely with diseased cattle through 
the fence, even licking inside each others nostrils, 
were given a proper diet, distributing the products of 

composted-manures and other farm waste, that have been 
recycled through the soil and various flora for cattle food. 
Further Reading:  https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article/
file?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0070182&type=printable
Organic Farming :: https://alor.org/Storage/navigation/Library6.htm
Will they give the COVID jab to toddlers? 
...from George Christensen, 'Nation First' Newsletter
     ...Data from Australia shows that the most common 
problem caused by COVID in children is a runny nose, 
and this was with the more severe Delta strain...
UNICEF also notes the minimal impact on youth, stating 
that only 0.4 per cent of global COVID deaths occurred 
in those aged under 20 years. If you extrapolate that 
figure to the under fives cohort and factor in a decreasing 
likely(hood) of complications from COVID the younger 
you are, the reality is it is likely that less than 0.1 %.
     Of the 0.4 per cent of people under 20 who died from 
COVID, UNICEF notes that the “evidence thus far does 
not point to any increase in child and youth mortality 
related to the COVID-19 pandemic”. This shows that 
COVID deaths in children, while tragic, were likely the 
result of underlying health issues that could have led to 
the death of those children if they were confronted with 
influenza or some other common ailment.
     While an article on World Bank Blogs reported that 
there had been an increase in mortality in the under 5s 
cohort, they also stated that the increase in deaths was 
not from COVID “but from the disruptions in food and 
medicine deliveries, closed health clinics, and delays in 
childhood immunizations resulting from the measures 
implemented by countries to reduce the spread of the 
virus.”  In other words, lockdowns caused the excess 
deaths of toddlers, not the virus.
     A recent study has revealed that teenagers are four to 
six times more likely to get ‘vaccine’-related myocarditis 
than end up in hospital with COVID, with an estimated 
risk of myocarditis of 162.2 and 13.4 cases per million 
and for healthy boys aged 12 to 15 respectively.
But what do we know of the impact of the mRNA jabs on 
children under five?...
continued here...
https://nationfirst.substack.com/p/toddlers-have-died-from-the-mrna


